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ABSTRACT 
C 
A knowledge or the structure and petro!abrics or the Lower Cambrian 
Hardyston formation of Neversink Mountain near Reading, Pennsylvania, is 
important in understanding the structure of the Reading Prong in general. 
The Hardyston formation is composed of elastic rocks. It 
. unconformably overlies Precambrian crystallines and it is conf ormably 
overlain by the carbonates of the Leithsville formation. The writer has 
divided the Hardyston formation into three members: a lower red, a 
middle vitreous massively bedded, and a rather subtle upper thin bedded. 
~ 
quartzite. A zone or "Mount Penn pinite," probably a sheared soil zone, 
is found between the basal unit of the Hardyston and the Precambrian 
crystallines. Scolithus tubes and cross-beds are found in the middle 
Hardyston. The thickness of the ·Hardyston formation is about 110 feet. 
J 
(} 
The Hardyston formation was deposited as a transgressive sequence 
which grades through the upper shaly q·~artzite into the shaly Leithsville 
carbonates. The upper contact of the Leithsville formation is not exposed. 
' Triassic conglomerate unconformably overlies-the Leithsville in.the 
southern part' or the field area.. 
A structu~al analysis o:f the area is divided into two parts: a 
microscopic analysis, and a macroscopic analysis. 
I. 0 . 
A detailed qu~rtz c-axes analysis of several hand specimens was made 
with the following results: 1) quartz c-axes maxima are symmetrical 
about a fold axis, 2) 
about smear lineations, 
,.I 
'1' 
quartz c-axes maxima are symmetrically distributed 
fl. J) · the •stretchedaa appearance of quartz grains 
is attributed to shearing alo .. ng two. directions of cleavage, and 4) there 
1 
are many lineations on some outcrops; .however_, the c-axes maxi ma are 
distributed symmetrically- only about a single lineation. 
In the macroscopic analysis, three sizes of folds were seen on 
Neversink Mountain: small "mullions" with wave lengths of several inches; 
similar.ifand chevron folds'with wave lengths of several feet; and larger 0 
recumbent folds 1,000 to 1,500 feet in wave length. The possibility of 
soft sediment folding is recognized in the area. 
Sm.ear lineations are oriented about NJOW; however, they are not 
" oriented perpendicular to fold axes. This fact suggests either that smear 
lineations are not related to the folding, or that smear lineations are 
related to folds which had different rates of movement along-their fold 
a~s. 
,.- '\ 
At least two cleavages are found: __ .-/ 1_..._ ·-"" flow cleavage;----and slip cleavage. 
A pervasive set of microjoints resembling a fracture c~eavage is also found. 
) 
Three types 1of faults exist: 1) bedding plane thrusts, 2) basal 
shear faults, and J) high angle faults. structural relatioiships shdW 
that the Hardyston has been stratigraphically thickened by. bedding plane 
j ' thrusts •. Rotation of blocks due to high angle faulting has also caused 
0Structural complications. 
Finally, the presence of "nappes" in the Reading Prong is postulated 
from the data presented in this report. , I 
.i 
2 
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t' 
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INTRODUCTION 
General Statement 
t 
This report considers the structure and petrofabrics of the Hardyston 
formation on Neversink Mountain near Reading, Pennsylvania (Fig. 1). The 
Hardyston fonnation is composed of a sequence of lower Cambrian elastic 
rocks. p~imarily quartzites, which unconformably overlie the Precambrian 
crystallines of the Reading Prong. 
On the basis of this study of Neversink. Mountain, the author proposes 
the f ollowi.ng: 
1 ) That the structure of Neversink Mountain consists of a series of 
asy;mmetric and recumbent folds, similar· to those proposed by Cloos (1947) 
for the South Mountain fold belt of Maryland, 
2) That within the Hardyston formation can be found many bedding 
plane thrusts which have considerably thickened the stratigraphic section, 
and, 
C J) That the structures and styles of deformation on Neversink 
Mountain should not be separated from the structures and styles of 
deformation that exist in the Great Valley. 
Geologic Settin~ 
The Reading Prong or Reading Hills is pa.rt of a topographic and 
' structural high which extends northeastward through the New Jersey-New 
,. York Highlands to the Green Mountain ax.is of New England. Neversink 
. Mountain is located at the southwestern tip of the Reading Prong. Most 
I 
_,~.'r---
of the nuruntain is underlain by the Hardyston formation, although 
; Precambrian crystallines are fomid in float and probably make up the core 
of the mountain (Buckwalter, 1962, p. 44). Cambrian limestonell '"are found .. 
-
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in the lowlands ~rrounding the moun~tain~ 
Structural interpretations of the Reading Prong have long been 
" 
controversial subjects. Stose and Jonas (1935) first described the 
Reading Prong as an erosional remnant of a great overthrust sheet. 
Miller and Fraser (1936) did not agree with the interpretation of stose 
and Jonas, and presented data relating the Reading Prong to a.basement 
uplift which was only locally overthrust. The exact nature of the J:. 
. structures throughout the Prong is still an open question • 
..... 
Recently, large scale recumbent folds in the Great ·valley limestones 
to the north have been described by Geyer (1963) and Sherwood (1964). 
Geyer termed the folds 11 alpine structures." Sherwood .used the term 
"gliding nappes 11 for the, structures he mapped in the Jacksonburg formation. 
The structure of Neversink Mountain has been subjected to the same type of 
p 
folding as in the Great Valley. 
The fact that Sherwood (1964) found two cleavages in the Jacksonburg 
formation suggests two styles or deformation and, thus, two styles of 
folding. However, there is little evidence of folding subsequent to the 
large scale recumbent folding of the Neversink Mountain. 
The Triassic border fault which is located in the southern part or 
the field area occurred during the last ma.jor def onnation of the 
0 Appalachians. 
Previous Research and the Scope .pf this Report 
The earliest published reference to the rocks on Neversink MoWltain 
is that of Rogers (1858, p. 10J). He briefly described the rocks in the 
section along the Rea~ing Railroad. He assigned the names Primal sandstone 
. l 
(Hardyston formation), Auroral limestone (Cambro-ordovician carbonates), 
and Mesozoic conglo~erate (Triassic fanglomerate) to these rocks. 
5 
1· 
·.) 
·'' 
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' 
' In the years following Rogers•s first report many papers have been 
written about the Reading Prong. The reports cover subjects ranging from 
reconnaissance geology, (d 1Invilliers, 1883; Spencer, 1908; Wherry, 1918; 
Eaton, 1912), to controversial structural interpretations of\the Reading 
Prong (Stose and Jonas, 1935, 1939, 1940; Miller and Fraser, 1936; Fraser, 
1938, 1939, 1941; Miller, 1944). A comprehensive list of references to 
the geology of the Reading ,Brong is given by Buckwalt~r (1962). 
Despite the number of papers written, ~ery little wd~k has been done 
in an attempt to unravel the structural geology of the Reading Prong. The 
present work is an attempt to gain a basic understanding of scxne of the ' 
. 
structural aspects of ~eversink Mountain in the Reading Prong. The writer 
has remapped Neversink Mountain and some of the surrounding limestones. 
Specific structural problems considered are: 
, 
1) type and extent of folding, 
2) pervasiveness of the deformation on Neversink Mountain, and 
3) relationship of the structures on Neversink Mountain to the 
structures in the limestones of the Great Valley. 
Field Work 
This report is based on field work done during the summer and fall ot ~ 1966, and the winter of 1966 to 1967. 
•! Buckwalter•s map (1962) was used as a primary aid to find outcrops. 
Contacts .between the various units in the area were observed at the 
outcrop or inferred from float. 
Oriented samples were gathered and thin sections were prepared from 
the samples. { I Petrofabric analyses primarily to determine,f the orientation 
or the quartz grains in the thtri:. sections were undertaken. · Standard 
6 
__ }.,~ ) 
·! 
.... -. 
\ 
·. 
... _ 
universal stage techniques were employed. The data and results are 
discussed below. 
.. 
Field notes were taken at each station location. A revised copy ot 
I 
the notes is included in th~ appendix. \ 
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STRATIGRAPHY AND LITHOLOGY 
General Statement 
Rocks iri Neversink Mountain include from youngest to oldest: 
~ 
Triassic conglomerate 
Lower Cambrian 
Leithsville formation 
Hardyston fonnation 
Pre~ambrian crystallines 
The scope of this report deals primarily with the Hardyston formation, , 
I --
• 
/
1 and therefore it will be discussed in more detail than the other rock types 
in the field area. 
Precambrian Rocks 
Two types -of gneiss were found as float on Neversink Mountain. Large, 
unweathered blocks of hornblende gneiss were found in the valley to the 
west of Station #13 near the middle of the field area. These bloc;!cs are 
large and relatively unweathered; therefore, it was assumed that they. 
were close to being in place. 
Granitic gneiss was found in the saddle near the top of Neversink 
.-. 
Mountain, and also in float near the eastern part of Neversink Mountain. 
Large phenocrysts of hornblende are present in the gneiss. 'Buckwalter, (19~2) 
has published a mo~ detailed descriptio~ of th~ gneisses in the Reading 
quadrangle. 
u 
The nature of the contact of the Precambrian gneisses and the Cambrian 
Hardyston formation is discussed belowo 
Hardyston Formation 
General Statement 
The Hardyston formation, which is lower Cambrian in age, is correlated 
.. , 
8 
,, ..... 
T 
with the Chicld.es formation of Chester and Lancaster Counties (Miller, 
1941, p. 173). It is deposited unconfonnably upon Precambrian crystallines, 
and it conformably underlies the Leithsville formation. 
For purposes of mapping, the author has divided the Hardyston formation 
into the following members: 
Upper Hardyston formation {thin bedded quartzites with shaly 
interbeds) 
-Middle Hardyston formation (orthoquartzites) 
Lower Hardyston formation (basal conglomerate and transitional 
' I /-
"redbeds") 
A measured section of the Hardyston formation on Neversink Mountain 
..-
-
~~after Buckwalte@r (1962) is reproduced in the Appendix (see Station #1J). 
Lithology 
The Hardyston fonnation on Neversink Mountain is divided into three 
members: two distinct lower units, and a rather subtle upper unit. The 
members are as r·ollotfs: 
1. A lower member which consists of pink to red quartzitic 
conglomerate with sheared pebbles ranging from i cm. to 3 cm. in size. The 
lower conglomerate and the transitional units of Buckwalter (1962) are 
included in this member. The basal conglomerate exposed only at Station 
113 rarely occurs in float and has been iricI·uded aypart of the lower 
/ 
membet-. 
· 2. A middle member which consists of white to light pink Vitreous 
quartzite With beds averaging one foot or greater in thickness. Perhaps 
•r~ 
the most~characteristic trait of this member is the massive bedding. 
J. An upper member which consists of highly feldspathic,, semi-
f'riable, buff to tan sandstones with beds averaging~four inches int 
9 
.. 
) thiclmess. 
A possible variant of the third member occurs in the units along the. 
;-Reading Railroad. The units consist of feldspathic quartzite beds 
averaging siX inches in thickness. Sha.ly interbeds are commono Buckwalter 
(1.962, p. 27) reports that the beds are 11 apparently well up in the section 
stratigraphically." However, the author believes that many of the uni ts 
. 
. along the Reading Railroad are the same ones that are exposed in the quarry 
at Station #1J. The fact that· no shaly units occur at Station #13 suggests 
. ,,, 
either that the shaly interbeds r~present a facies change, or that the 
portion of this unit containing shaly interbeds is not exposed at Station 
#13. 
Finally, a highly metamorphosed, vitreous, white quartzite with 
..... indistinct bedding occurs in many outcrops. The units are probably part 
0£ the middle and upper Hardyston formation, but the rock texture has been 
recrystallized to the extent that all primary structures have been 
destroyed. Cle~vage and joints are the only recognizable surfaces. 
Nature of Contacts 
/ 
The Hardyston formation appears to unconformably overlie the 
Precambrian gneisses and granites. A z._pne of chlorite_phyllite commonly 
referr~d to as the "Mount Penn pinite 11 (Buckwalter, 1962, p. 29) is fo·und 
-between the Precambrian and the basal unit of the Hardyston. Several 
explanations for the origin of the "pinite11 are possi~le. The "pinite• 
\ 
may be a highly sheared or mylonitized basal unit of the Hardyston or top l -~ · 
of the Precambrian surface (Buckwalter, _1962, p. 25). Another explanation 
is that the "pinite" may have originally been a soil zone which, during .. 
the folding of Neversink Mountain, was a zone of bedding plane slippage. 
Clay minerals have been altered to chlorite primarily by recrystallization 
metamorphism (Miller, 1941, p. 171). The writer believes that the "pinite• 
10 
I\· 
( 
.. 
does represent a highly sheared soil zone which recrystallized during the 
defonnation of Neversink Mountain. The zone which is about eight feet in 
thickness is very similar to slate and it is do·ubtful that there was ever 
much quartz or feldspar in the zone. 
The contact of the Hardyston formation and the overlying Leithsville 
formation is not seen in the area. However, along the Reading Railroad in 
, the northwest part of the area, the Hardyston and the Leithsville 
• 
fonnations crop out within two hundred feet of each other. The strikes 
· and dips of the outcrops are roughly parallel. Therefore, it is believed 
that the Leithsville and the Hardyston formations are folded together and 
/ 
that the sequence is probably conformable. This agrees with the 
interpretation of Stose and Jonas (19J5). 
Paleontology 
Probable worm tubes, referred to as Scollthus linearis (Miller, 1944, 
p. 2J4), were found in the middle or upper afrdyston formation at stB.tion 
/ #J8 at the western edge of the field area (see Fig. 2,. 
Cross-bedding 
Cross-beds, which are difficult to recogQi~e in the field because of 
extensive staining, were found in the middle member of the Hardyston 
fonnation at four locations. Two types of cross-beds are present. Small 
scale cross-beds with foreset beds about on~ foot in length were seen at 
-Stations #11,f1J, and Jl:46. Large scale cross-beds with'foreset beefs about 
four feet in length were seen at Station #54 {See Fig. J). 
Thickness 
The best estimate for the thickness of the Hardyston· formation on 
Neversink Mountain may be taken from the quarry at Station f1J. The total 
thiekn!SS at ___ ~is location is approximately 110 feet. 
11 
· ... : 
! 
-~ 
,Q 
,I 
•• 
• 
• I I .J ..Y, (.,. 
Figure 2. Scolithus tubes(arrows) in a vitreous qu~rtzite of the Hc1. rdyston forrnatiovcollected from Sta~ion #J8. 
Figure J . Cross-bedding above hammer in the middle Hardyston formation , _at Station #54. Bedding dips f rom up9er right to lower left . 
12 
\ 
,i 
• 
' 
The stratigraphy of the Hardyston fonnation has been complicated by 
bedding plane thrusts 't-1hich locally thic.ken the section. This is discussed 
in more detail under the section titled "Structural Geology." 
Environment of Deposition 
The first units of the Hardyston fonnation which were deposited 
unconformably on a Precambrian surface are conglomerates and "redbeds. 11 
Poor sorting and mineralogical jmmat·urity suggests that the units were 
deposited rapidly(?) by streams. 
-The middle.Hardyston e~ibits features of littoral zone deposition • .A._ 
. . 
The U:nits are widespread "sheetlike" bodies of orthoquartzitic to arkosic 
sandstones. It is impossible to tell whether the sandstones are texturally 
mature because of the amount of deformation of the grains. However, the 
sandstones do appear to be mineralogically mature. Zircon, to\irmaline, 
.and microcline are present, in minor amounts, along with quartz. 
Scolithus linearis may be an indicator of the environment of 
• 
deposition of the middle and upper units. It is possible that the ~-
organism which made these tubes lived only in the littoral zone, as do its 
present-day counterparts. Then, the tubes found at Station #38 (See Fig. 
2) would indicate that the middle or upper Hardyston was deposited in the 
littoral zone. 
The upper Hardyston consists of thin-bedded sandstones and shales, 
suggestive of a deeper water depositional envirorunent than the middle 
Hardyston. This seems reasonable if it is assumed that the overlying 
Leithsville carbonat~s represent an even deeper marine environment. The 
transition between the sandstone environment and the carbonate environment .. 
is possibly indicated by the shale beds in the upper Hardyston anct the 
shale beds in the Leithsville. 
1J 
.. : 
., .. 
... 
Leithsville Formation 
General Statement 
The Leithsville formation, which is middle Cambrian in age, is deposited 
1mmediately above the Hardyston fonnation and underlies the Co~ogocheagu.e 
; 
formation. It is correlated with the Tomstown formation of Franklin County 
(Stose and Jonas, 1935). 
Lithology 
Two rock types are found in the Leithsville formation in·the<area 
surro·unding Neversink Mountain. Medium gray to white limestone ~nd 
dolomite with bedding averaging one foot or greater in thickness can be 
found in a railroad cut at Station #93 at the western edge of the field 
area. A number of thin shale interbeds occur with the carbonates. This 
outcrop is the same lithologic type as other carbonate outcrops which are 
found in the western half of the field area. A second rock type consisting 
of gray sericitic limestone with some thin shaly interbeds occurs at 
Station #94 in the southeastern part of the field area. The presence of 
sericite flakes. makes this unit distinctly different from th.e unit in the 
western part of the field area. 
Nature of Contacts 
The nature of the lower contact of the Leithsville formation has 
been discussed above. The upper contact between the LeithsVille formation ....... \ri ' 
and the Conogocheague formation is not exposed in the area. 
Paleontology 
Some poor specimens of algal growths occur at Stations f87 and 193, 
although they are generally rare throughout the formation. The convex 
J surface of the algal mat may be used to detenuine the stratigraphic top 
of a unit. 
.... 
14 
(" 
' \ ..... 
Triassic Conglomerate 
Although the scope of this report deals mainly with the deformation 
of the Hardyston fonnation, a short description of· Triassic conglomerates 
whi~h crop out very near the southern part of the fiad area is necessary 
in order to complete the stratigraphy. 
tJ 
The Triassic ro'l~ks occur as ljmestone conglomerates with fragments 
ranging from six inches t9 one foot in size. A red siltstone matrix is 
)' 
found between the limestone fragments. The limestone conglomerate contains 
" 
~\_ many different carbonate rock types with some fragments probably from the { 
Leithsville formation. No quartzite fragments were found. 
A more complete discussion of the Triassic rocks in southeastern 
Pennsylvania is given by Glaeser (1966). 
·' 
-~· 
.)' . 
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STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 
General Statement 
.•. 
Buckwalter (1962, p. 44), d'Invilliers (1883, p. 125), and Rogers 
(1858, p. 10;) recognized that the structure of Neversink Mountain was 
an intensely folded anticline. The present work is in agreement with this 
general interpretation. 
The following discussion by the writer develops step by step some._ of 
~ 
. the structures which may be seen on Neversink Mountain, ~tarting with 
\..,.,j,<,r. 
microscopic features and working towards the macroscopic features. 
• 
, Ji Terminologz 
It is necessary to first define the terminology used in this report 
before describing the structure of Neversink Mountain. The II shorthand 11 
notation of structural features used in this report follows the general 
practice of Sander ( 1930), Fairbairn_ ..)( 1949) , Turner and Verhoogen ( 1960) • ..---------
' 
Turner and Weiss (196J), and Freedman, Wise and Bentley (1964). 
S is any surface or plane of inhomogeneity. 
L stands for any linear feature in the rock. 
~ • r, . 
F represents a fold defined by any deformed S-surface, 
/ £ 
A is a fold axis defined by any defonned S-surface. 
D is a period or time of deformation. 
Numerals subscripted to these letters indicate the order of their 
,,, 
-development and also correspond to the sequence of deformation responsible 
for their origin. A significant change is the use of So (read: S sub-zero) 
for bedding instead of s1 (Freedman, et··al. • 1964). By employing this 
notation, s1 surfaces develop during F1 folding in D1 time, and the entire 
system becomes less confusing. 
There are at least two S-surfaces which may be identified throughout 
16 
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the field area. They are s1 and s2• s1 , commonly parallel to bedding 
(So), is difficult to find in the field. Where So and s1 are not parallel, 
their intersection creates lineation t 0x1 (read: L zero cross one). s2 , 
which is not as commonly found as s1, intersects s1 at a high angle and 
creates lineation L1x2 (read: Lone cross two). 
1. Different S-surfaces imply different periods of deformation (D), 
-
and different ages of folds (F). Deformation n2 would produce folds Fox2 
· with fold axis Aox2• 
Several terms have come into common use in the discussion of 
S-surfaces in rocks. They are: flow cleavage, locally referred to as 
s1 (Sherwood, 1964); slip cleavage, locally referred to as s2 (~erwood, 
1964); fracture cleavage; and "microjoints." 
j 
Flow cleavage is a genetic term meaning that the cleavage in the rock 
is the result of rock flowage. The rock may or may not be shortened at 
right angles to the cleavage, but is lengthened parallel to cleavage 
(Billings, 1962, p. 340). 
Fracture cleavage is a shear phenomenon that obeys the laws of shear 
fracture. Consequently, fracture cleavage is inclined to the greatest 
principal stress axis at an angle of about JO degrees (Billings, 1962, 
p. J43). 
Slip cleavage, sometimes referred ·to as shear cleavage or strain-slip 
1. Note that the term "period of deformation" does not imply a major 
orogenic pulse but merely indicates that the stresses giving rise to a 
set of structural features are temporally later or earlier than the 
stresses forming a different set of structural f eatureso Several 88periods 
of deformation" ~y take place during any period of orogenesis. 
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cleavage, is also a shear phenomenon and forms parallel to the shear 
fractures of the stra:i,n ellipsoid. However, small visible displacements 
take place parallel to the cleavage (Billings, 1962, p. J4J). The 
"surfaces" of slip are not discrete fractures but rather laminar domains 
of intense strain. These domains may become foci of syntectonic or post-
0 tectonic recrystallization of mica, so that ultimately the slip structure 
evolves into a foliation whose role in the total movement picture is no 
longer obvious. Slip cleavage. is characteristic of fine-grained tectonites 
and may be irregular or absent in interbedded, more competent rocks sueh 
as quartzites (Turner and Weiss, 1963, p. 464). 
The term 11microjoint" is discussed by Wise (1964) and it is applied 
to a pervasive system of four or more fractures spaced closer than Jmm. 
The present writer has adapted the term 0microjoint" for parallel fractures 
which are spaced roughly one to four inches apart. 
"Smear lineation" is a colloquial term which is used in southeastern , 
. 
Pennsylvania and Maryland and applies to slickensides or smeared out 
minerals which lie i~ the s1 cleavage plane and ma, be oriented in the 
direction of "tectonic-a." "Tectonic-a11 as used in this report refers to 
\ direction of transport, and not to direction of maximum canpression. 
When referring to papers of other writers, their tenninology has been 
transposed to the one just described. 
Microscopic Analysis 
Thin sections were prepared from hand specimens collected in the 
. field in order to find out if the quartzites of Neversink Mountain 
exhibited a penetrative defonna.tion. 
' 
. i 
"stretched Pebble" Quartzite 
\ 
' 
. ,, ' t 
A quartzite hand specimen collected from Station 126 exhibited a 
·{!:.,' 
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well developed cl~avage at the outcrop (Fig. · 4). A thin section of this 
specimen appears at first glance to consist of 11 stretched11 quartz grains 
(Fig. 5). Closer inspection of the thin section, however, shows that the 
grains have been sheared in two directions, thus giving the grains the 
11stretched" appearance. A universal stage analysis of 200 quartz grains 
was made in order to see if there was a preferred orientation to the 
c-axes of the quartz grains. The results are presented in Figure 7B. One 
,J 
symmetry plane in the diagram is fonned by the cleavage (S2?) which can be 
seen both in the field and in thin section. A second symmetry plane may 
be seen on the diagram but no counterpart was observed in the field or in 
. 
thin section. The intersection of the symmetry planes coincides with a 
' 
lineation (Lox2?). 
In order to bring out other lineations on the hand specimen,· it was 
Viewed under the light beam from a dark room enlarger. Best results were 
/ 
obtained when the plane Qeing viewed was held perpendicular to the light 
beam. The conoscopic illumination accented ~any of the lineations which 
could be seen faintly under ordinary conditions. In addition, many other 
fine lineations were brought 1 o~t. Another method which may be used is to 
hold the hand specimen in direct sunlight. This method does not give the 
best results, but it does work and can be used in the field. (Fig. 6). 
At least tep different lineations were observed by using the methods 
described above. The angular relation~hips of the lineations were 
measured and ·are illustrated in Figure 7A. One set at lineations (L0x2?) 
consisted of the intersection ~f bedding (So) and a cleavage (S2?) ~ 
intersecting bedding at a high angle. The lineation appeared as slight 
offsets of the bedding·surface, suggesting that there was a slip cleavage 
.... 19 
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Figure 4. Cleavage and bedding relationship a't Statior1 fj:26 . Ha.i-r:irner is situated on bedding s11rface. ~aint • closely s 8. ced parallel l~minations on joint face are cleava.ge . See text for discussion of cleavage. 
Figure 5. Negative print of a "stretched pebble" quartzite 1 from Station #26. Grains have been sheared in ~t least two directions . Light areas between grains are clay miner als. Photograph length is parallel to bedding (So). Crossed nicols, 75X. 
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Figure 6. :land specimen 1-1ith many linea tions frorn StA1tio11 
f26 . Faint lineations are parallel to the dark lineations 
which were made with a felt-tipped marker . 
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SLICKENSIDES · 
So-
.cu.r FACE .. 
CLEAVAGES···. 
A. r B~ 
Figure 7. Petrofabric analysis of hand specimen from 
Sta~ion 126 • 
i-
A. Full scale drawing of hand specimen containing 
many lineations.. Slickensides, joint-bedding intersections, 
joint-joint intersections 0 and cleavage~bedding intersections 
are lineations which may be seen in fieldo Closely spaced 
lines represent fine lineations seen only in special 
lighting conditions. See text for a complete discussion or 
the drawing. 
B. Fqual area plot of 200 quartz c-axes from a thin 
section of the hand specimen, contoured at ~5~. 2%, Ji, and 
· 5~. The S-surf~ce related to the drawing or the hand 
specimen is shown by the arrow. The second S-surface on 
the equal area plot functions only as a symmetry plane • 
\ 
• 
\ in the rock similar to the s2 cleavage described by Sherwood (1964, p. 4J). 
Many finer lineations were parallel to the major lineatio~ (Lox2?). An 
ear~ier cleavage (S1?) occurs parallel to bedding. The intersection or 
s1 and s2 cleavages produces a lineation on the s2 plane parallel to 
lineation (Lox2?). 
. .. 
Two sets of joints were visible on the hand specimen. Their 
intersection with bedding (So) produces a lineation. Many finer lineations 
are parallel to this lineation. Perhaps the fine lineations in this case 
·--
represent healed fractures or 11microjoints. 11 A thin section of this sample 
I 
shows many planes of bubble inclusions which may be related to the 
lineations on the surface of the sample. However. no measurements of the 
planes were made. 
The remaining lineations include a conjugate set which occur on the 
s2 cleavage plane, a set of slickensides, and two other lineation sets 
which may be parallel to joints not visible in the hand specimen. 1 
Folded Quartzite 
A specimen of a small fold in quartzite was collected at Station #4J. 
Thin sections were made rran samples taken at various locations in the 
fold in order to see if there was any fabric related to the folding in the 
quartzite (Fig. 8). The sections were from the limbs and from the nose of 
the fold. The texture of the rock consisted of small "stretched" quartz 
grains with up to 50 percent angular feldspar fragments. Some grains of 
tourmaline, ohlorite, and zircon were also found. The average size of the 
- . grains was .4mm. Quartz grains in the thin sections were sheared by at 
least two cleavages. Cleavages in the thin sections were measured on the 
_ flat stage of a micro~cope· by determining the orientation o!. the straight 
II 
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Figure 8. Quartz c-axes analysis of a. fold, fro·m Station #:4 J. 
Thin sections A and C taken from the limbs of fold in feldspathic 
quartzite, 200 c-axes 9lotted on equal area net, contoured 
at o5%~ 2%P 2nd 5%. Thin section B taken from nose of fold 
at contact of feldsoathic quartzite and shale lense, 100 c-axes 
plotted on eq·ua_l area net, contoured at 1%, 2~i. and 5%. 
Shear directions are ;lotted on equal area net. Drawing of 
fold( !·X) also shows shear directions. 
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edges of kinked chlorite flakes. The thin sections were cut perpendic11Jar 
to the fold axis and it was assumed that on the flat stage of a microscope 
the cleavage planes were parallel to the axis of the scope. 
Bedding (So) did not appear to control the orientation of the 
cleavages; however, the'orientations of the cleavages in the three thin 
sections were not paraµ.el. The cleavage pairs seem to systematically fan 
t.he fold, and there eXi.sts the possibility that the thin sections were n()t 
oriented accurately. It is the writer I s ooinion. that a more detailed ~ -
petrofabric study of individual folds in these rocks would aid in 
understanding the problem of multiple o~ conjugate cleavages. 
,,. 
It should be noted that deformation lamellae were observed in the 
., 
quartz grains. However, they were so small that it would have been most 
difficult to measure the lamellae. Also, thin sections oriented in three 
mutually perpendicular planes would have to be prepared in order to do the 
_,. ....... 
.... ,. 
analysis correctly. In any case, the fact that there are two orientations 
of quartz c-axes demonstrates that there is a pervasive deformation in 
Neversink Mountain. 
Types of Deformed Quartzites 
The following description demonstrates that it is not fortuitous that 
.. 
the quartz c-axes equal area diagrams show an oriented fabric. It should 
be noted that the cleavages discussed above and in the following paragraphs 
would be very difficult to see in the field because most of the outcrops 
. . ... 
·,/ ,..;,. . ~-
are stained orange or black. The cleavages are best seen in a cut specimen; 
therefore, measurement of the cleavages~ the field should only be 
) 
attempted after studying several hand specimens in "detail. 
A 11mullion-like 11 ·non-oriented specimen collected at Station #58 
consisted of a feldspathic quartzite with shaly larojnations. ..The shaly 
26 
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-~ 
lamjnations were _apparently folded around a wedge of quartzite (Fig. 9). 
This suggests that the sample contains small_ scale bedding plane thrusting. 
Some cleavage was visible in the hand specimen along shaly laminations. 
~ 
Thin section analysis-of quartz demonstrated that there are two 
orientations of c-axes. Two sets of shears or cleavages were seen in thin 
section; however, a third set of shears which _co·uld be seen in the hand 
.. -..... 
specimen were not recognized in thin section. 
,A 
An oriented specimen of feldspathic quartzite with sheared quartz 
grains was collected from the quarry at station f1J. 
analysis was made of a thin section prepared from the 
\ 
A qua~z c-axes 
specime~ The . 
results are plotted in .. ~the equal area diagram of Figure 10A. The diagram 
is plotted looking east down the fold axis, and the diagram may be compared 
with the equal area plot of Figure 7. Two sets of cle_avage may be seen in 
... 
thin section. One set dips about 80 degrees towards the south. The second 
set of cleavages dips about 20 degrees towards the north. Bedding (So) 
does not appear,to influence the orientation of the cleavages • 
.An oriented specimen of feldspathic quartzite with sheared quartz 
grains was collected at Station #43. This station is located in a faulted 
block, and many of the readings taken there are probably not true 
indications of regional tectonic directions. A quartz c-axes analysis of 
the sample was made and the results plotted on an equal area net (Fig. 10B). 
The plane of the equal area net is roughly parallel to smear lineations 
(L) on the specimen. It is interesting to note that the contoured maxjma 
are symmetrical with respect to the smear lineation. Unfortunately, this 
was the only sample with smear lineations for which a thin section was 
made. 
Finally, a specimen of a folded feldspathic q,uartzite with some shaly 
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Fig-ure 9. Petrofabric analysis of llmullion~liken structure. 
A. Quartz c-axes analysis of "rhullibp-like" structure, 
from S~ation #58. 100 quartz c-axes 1:t~tted on equal 
area net, contoured at 1%, 2%, and 5%. ~hear directions 
of quartz(S) are plotted.on equal area net. S? was not 
recognized in thin section, but could be seen on the 
hand specimen, 
B. Dra1iing of hand specin1en ( 1 X) shows shaly larnina tions 
folded around feldspathic quartzite wedge. Dark areas 
represent zones of claj minerals. 
' ,, .-:.- ;-· -: 
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Figure 10. Quartz c-axes analyses. 
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A. Equal area plot of 100 quartz c-axes, contoured 
at 1 %, 2%, and 5%. S-surfaces 11ere measured on 
sheared quartz grains. Sample collected frorn Station 
#1 J. See text for co1nplete descrir,tion. 
B. Equal area plot of 100 quartz c-axes, contoured 
at 1%, 2%, and 5%. S-surfaces were me~sured on sheared quartz grains. Sain~)le collect.ed from Station #=4J. See text for cotn,)lete description. 
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interbeds was collected at Station 158. A thin section was made or a 
highly crwnpled portion of the rock. A negative print of the thin section 
.. 
may be seen in Figure 11B. The dark areas are quartz and feldspar, and 
the white areas are clay minerals. A quartz c-axes analysis was made and 
the results plotted on an equal area net (Fig. 11A). Shear directions or 
cleavages of the clay minerals were also measured and plotted on the net. 
Most outstanding in the equal area plot is the low degree of symmetry. 
There are at least two possible explanations for the poor orientation of 
., 
quartz c-axeso First, it is possible that the quartz grains were not 
t1 oriented well because most of the stress was taken up by the less competent 
cl~y layers. Second, it is possible that several cleavages were formed in 
the rock, and that the quartz orientati6ns are remnants of an earlier 
defonnation. The second explanation is highly unlikely if it is assumed 
that tectonite minerals most likely show the last stages of deformation. 
,7""\ 
Summary of Microscopic .Analysis 
Although it is ,difficult ,to understand the exact details of the 
,, 
deformation on Neversink Mountain, one can at least say, on the basis of 
JI 
microscopic analysis, tpat the deformation was pervasive. In summary, the 
following generalities may be made: t) quartz c-axes maxima are 
symmetrical about a fold axis, 2) quartz c-axes are symmetrically 
distributed about smear lineatioris, 3) the "stretched" appearance of the 
quartz grains is attributed to shearing possibly induced by two cleavages, 
and 4) there are many lineations on ~ome outcrops; however, the c-axes 
maxima are distributed symmetrically only about a single lineation. 
" 
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Figure 11. Petrofabric analysis· of an intensely folded quartzite·._ 
A. E<1ual area plot of 100 quartz c-axes, contoured 
at 1%, 2%, and 5%. Sample collected from Station 
#58. 
B. Negative print of thin section of sample from 
Station #58. S-surfaces plotted on equal area net are 
directly related to cleavages in picture of fold, 
Scale of nicture is 1 OX. See text for comolete . ~ 
descriotion • 
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Macroscopic Analysis 
The following discussion is a description of the structural "bits 
and pieces'' of Neversink Mountain. In this section, the writer will 
attempt to lay the foundations for a theory on the deformation of 
Neversink Mountain, with the possible extension of the idea to the Reading 
Prong. 
Folds 
Several kinds and several sizes of folds exist on Neversink Mountain. 
Excellent exposures of small scale folds only a few inches in wave 
le~th are found on the south side of Neversink Mountain along the Reading 
Railroad. These folds consist of "mullion-like 11 structures (Figs. 12 and 
1J), and slightly larger highly crumpled folds (Figs. 14 and 15). Both 
types of folds occur in the thin bedded upper Hardyston. The high 
percentage of shale in the rocks probably has aided in tlie fo~tion of 
the small folds and in the forma._tion of "smear" lineations on bedding 
planes. The "mullion-like II folds seen. in Figure 13 look very much like 
sedimentary slump structures. However, the "mullion-like" structures are 
pervasively deformed, as was demonstrated in the preceding chapter. 
Therefore, one cannot definitely call these soft sediment features, 
r' 
although the wri~er prefers the use of the term. Also, the disorganized 
internal appearance· of the folds (Fig. 15) would suggest one of two 
hypotheses. Either the folds are soft sediment structures with a 
relativel,1 sim.rf; style of deformation superimposed on them, or the folds 
· -are tectonic Ji origin and. the style of ~tleformation that formed the folds ~-~~- (~-~ /) 
was very complicated. The thin section analysis in the preceding chapter 
does not favor either of these interpretations over the other • 
. The next scale of folds have a wave length of. several1(feet. 
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Figure 12. Chevron fold at Station #58. 
on bedding plane(arrow) are 11m;.illions ". feet wide . 
Ripple-like features 
Outcroo is ab:>ut 10 ... 
f\ 
\ 
Figtlre 13. Close- up of "n1ullions" at Station f/: 58 . Note: there are two directions of fold axes . 
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Ffgure 14. S:na.11, very crumpled f old, collected at .Station 
#58. . A "mullion tt rnay be seen near the top of t he fold. 
Bedding (So) is parallel to surface of sa1nple. 
I 
0 I ~ J 4'J 
- _ _,,, - - · -4 . .- ,._ - · _ ._ ' I 
, . 
Figure ~15 •. Close-up of cru.m1)led bedding of s an1ple from 
Station 158. Bedding surface is on left side of sample. 
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three types of folds of this size may be seen in the outcrops along the 
Reading Railroad. The first type is a chevron fold {Figs. 12 and 16). 
The limbs of the folds have been bent very sharply abcnt a hinge line. 
The formation of chevron folds is probably aided by less competent shale 
interbeds which take up most of the def ornB tional strain. It is believed 
that many of the folds on Neversink Mountain are or this type. Sjmilar 
£olds are the ~econd type of folds1 found in the outcrops (Fig. 8) and they 
apparently represent transitional fonns between the sharply bent chevron 
folds and the more disorganized folds occurring in the shaly Hardyston 
units. The similar folds have almost concentric bedding, and there is 
little thickening of beds along the hinge lines of folds. However, the 
bedding planes are not zones of movement. It is difficult to imagine the 
'\ type of deformation which produced tight similar folds but did not destroy 
primary ~eatures such as bedding or cross-bedding. The third type of folds 
show highly disorganized structl.M'es that appear to be "piled11 on top of 
one another (Fig •. 17). There are two possible causes of this folding. 
r 
Either the folds are sedimentary slump structures, or. they are tectonic in 
origin. The writer tends to believe that the folds are the result of soft 
sediment deformation as is evidenced by the highly disorganized pattern of 
folding in Figure 17. 
A larger scale of folds may be inferred from the ge·ology of Neversink 
Mountain. Continuous outcrop along the Reading Railroad at the west end 
o! · Neversink Mountain suggests the presence of large chevron folds with 
wave lengths that range from 1,000 feet to 1,500 feet. The distance 
between r~.~UD'J.bent anticlines at the top of Neversink Mountain also suggests 
similar wave lengths. 
i \ 
Finally, a major fold with a wave length measured in miles is suggested 
38 
Figure 16. Chevron fold, at Station #54. ~here is no 
cleavage visible at the outcrop. All s~rfaces other than bedding are joints. 
· Figure 17. Disorganized folds , at Station 155. These folds possibly ~re sedLmentary slump structures . Width of outcrop is about 10 feet. 
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by the overturned section of limestones which can be traced up to a mile 
northwest of Neversink Mountain (Paul Diehl, personal communication). The 
exact nature of the large fold is beyond the scope of this report, and the 
reader is referred to the section titled "Conclusions and Speculations 11 in 
a later part of the report for a discussion on the implications of folding 
in Neversink Mountain. 
Smear Lineations 
Smear .lineations o~cur ·in shaly beds and in some quartzites of'~ 
~pper Hardyston formation, especially on the outcrops on the south side of 
Neversink Mountain along the Reading Railroad. They are usually found on 
V 
shaly bedding planes and cleavage planes, and are thought to indicate (,t 
~-
regional 11tectonic-a 11 direction. 
A plot of smear lineations is given in Figure 18A. The average 
• orientation is NJOW, with a horizontal plunge. This orientation is not 
perpendicular to any of the fold axes in the area. 
Fold Axes 
Fold axes and cleavage-bedding intersections have been plotted in 
Figure 18B. The variation in plunge has been caused by faulting and 
rotation of various parts of Neversink Mountain. The faulting must postdate 
the main folding because of the rotation of systematic·ally developed 
/ ~ 
• 
structural features. The microscopic analysis in the preceding parts or 
the report has demonstrated that the fold axes are symmetrical to quartz 
c-axes maXirna, and that the folds were created during a pervasive 
deformation which would have had a uniform orientation across a small area 
such as Neversink Mountain. 
Smear lineations ar~ not perpendicular to the fold axes. This 
~ 
suggests that either the fold axes and smear lineations are not related 
40 
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Figure·. 18. Equal area plots or structural features in Hardyston fonnation. 
A. Equal area plot of 40 smear lineations. · 
B. Equal R.rea .9lot of 27 fold axes(dots), and 1 S cleavage-bedding intersections (crosses). 
C. Equal area plot of 52 S1 cleavages. 
~ 
D. Equal area plot of 71 microjoints • 
.. 
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to the same deformation, or that movement of the folds occurred parallel 
to the smear lineations but with different rates of movement along the 
fold axis. 
... Cleavage 
The fact that there are at least two cleavages on Neversink MCllntain 
similar to the ones described-by Sherwood (1964) is best demonstrated by 
the hand specimen in Figure 19. Flow cle_avage (s1) has been offset by 
.,;9 .. 
slip cleavage {S2). Two cleavages are also des·cribed in the hand specimen 
of Figure 7, and it is possible that the cleavages correspond to s1 a~ s2 
......... which are seen in Figure 19. Identification of two separate cleavages 
' 
could not be made throughout most of Neversink Mountain. 
A plot' of what the writer believes to be s1 cleavages is given in { 
Figure 18C. The scatter of the plot is mostly due to readings taken from 
... 
rotated fault blocks, although there is the possibility of occurrence of a 
folded s1 cleavage. . J 
Rock type influences the kind of cleavage which can occur. Generally, 
fine grained rocks tend to have a more closely spaced flow cleavage, 
"~ 
! 
whereas coarser grained rocks which have undergone similar defonnations 
'-commonly have a fracture cleavage. Shaly beds on Neversink Mountain show 
a better cleavage than do the quartzite units. However, this may be the 
result of weathering accentuating cleavage in the shales, rather than the 
~ 
effect of different types or cleavage. 
Micro joints 
The Hardyston formation contains highly jointed quartzites. A special 
set of pervasive micro joints, possibly a type o~ fracture cleavage, was 
thought to be of structural importance; therefore, ,readings of the joints 
were taken. 
.. 
The joints are plotted in Figure 18D. 
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#58 , with view from opposite end of sample. S1 cleavage 
is offset by slip cleavage(S2). 
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Bedding 
Poles to bedding in the Hardyston formation are grouped in a single 
contoured plot in Figure· 20. Poles to bedding in the limestones 
surrounding Neversink Mountain are separated into three plots. The areas 
covered by these plots are rotated fault blocks. The plots of bedding 
i 
. from the western part of the area are the only ones which c.orrespond to 
"'' the plot of bedding in the Hardyston formation. On the other hand, the 
strike of the limestone beds in the· southeastern part of the area has been 
rotated 90 degrees away from the regional strike of bedding • .fl 
Faulting 
Faulting in the Neversink Mountain area consists of three types: 
1) bedding plane thrusts, 2) basal ~hear faults, and 3) high angle 
faults. 
The only example of identifiable bedding plane thrusting occurs at 
Station 151 at the west end of Neversink Mountain along the Reading 
I Railroad. Massive Hardyston quartzite, prob.ably from the middle member 
of the fonnation, has been thrust several times over thin bedded shaly 
quartzites of the upper member of the Hardyston fonnation. The end of one 
of the thrusts may be seen at this exposure0 
The writer believes that there are many unmapped thrusts associated 
with the upper and middle members of the Hardyston formation. 
.... 
If one 
' . 
attempts to draw a cross section through the west end of Neversink Mountain, 
a problem arises. A measured section of the Hardyston fonnation would show 
· a ·thickness of almost 3,000 feet, if one assumes that the structure has 
.,, 
been correctly interpreted (See Plate 2, Geologic Section). Normal faults 
-...-
. which repeat the section may eXist; however, there is no evidence fo.r 
this interpretation. 
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.Figure 20. Ei!ual area plots of bedding. 
... A. 12 poles, lLmestones from northwest part of area • 
B. 118 poles, Hardyston formation, contoured at 
.ai. 2.5%. and 5~. 
C. 11 poles, lL~estones from southwest part of area. 
D. 9 poles, limestones from ·southeast part of area. 
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-Structural relationships indicate that t.he bedding plane thrusts 
occurred early in the folding of Iieversink Maintain, and therefore, the 
writer has interpreted the presence of folded thrusts. The writer 
believes that this style of deformation may play an important role in the 
structure of the Reading Prong, although there is only sparse evidence for 
the interpretation :"a~ the present time. 
Basa+ shear faults were described by Sherwood {1964, p. 35-36). They 
consist of low angle thrusts which cut steeply dipping bedding. One such 
fault with an offset of a few feet was found in limestones in the railroad 
cut at Station l9J. The extent of ·shear faulting' in the limestones ca.ild 
not be determined because of lack of outcrop. 
High angle faults possibly associated with Triassic faulting occur on 
Neversink Mountain. The topographic expressions of these faults are large 
valleys trending roughly north-south which separate Neversink Mountain into 
at least four fault blocks. The plunge of the folds on the mountain has 
been modified in part by rotation of these blocks. Precambrian gneiss and 
granite have been exposed in the rotated block near the top of Neversink I 
Mountain. 
• A fault which occurs along the southern boundary of Neversink Mountain 
is of questionable origin. Three interpretations are possible. Cambrian 
limestones may have "Qeen broo.ght in contact with the Hardyston formation 
i , 
by a high angle fault.- or. the fault along.the south side of Neversink 
,J 
. . 
-Mountain is the back edge o~ a thrust plane. Buckwalter ( 1962, p. J6, ·44) 
has implied and .. stated that from aeromagnetic evidence, Neversink Mountain 
has been thrust a short distance over the limestones. A third and more 
GI probable hypothesis is that thrusting and high angle faulting have both 
occurred a·long the southern edge of Neversink Mountain. 
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CONCWSIONS AND SPECULATIONS 
.ip;• 
Structural interpretations of the Reading Prong have been the subject 
of debate for many years. Stose and Jonas {1935) proposed that the 
crystallines of the Reading Prong had bften thrust over the Cambro-ordovician 
( 
limestones of the G~eat Valley.· Miller and Fraser (Miller, 1936, 1944; 
Fraser, 1938, 1939. 1941) strongly opposed the overthrust hypothesis. They 
presented evidence which they believed showed the Reading Prong to be a 
basement uolift. 
. .. . The U. s. Geological Survey (Bromery, et al., 1960) has 
• 
published magnetic maps for the Reading Prong and, although the ma~s suggest 
an overthrust hypothesis on the basis o, very low magnetic relief for local 
areas, the major portion of the Prong gives a strong magnetic anomaly and is 
probably autochthonous. Buckwalter (1962) believes that the Precambrian 
crystallines are only locally overthrusted. 
Nappe-like structures have b~en mapped in the Womelsdorf.quadrangle 
...,. 
(Geyer, 196J), and in Northampton and Lehigh Counties (Sherwood, 1964). The 
2 
structures mapped on Neversink Mountain are very similar to th_e types of 
structures seen in the Great Valley. 
The writer's use of the term 11nappe 11 does not imply a crystalline body-
with a 11 root 11 zone. The term ttnappell refers to a detached structure which 
has "glided" down from an,, uplifted land mass into a "depositional" basin. -~ 
Long and Kulp (1962) have given evidence that the last me~orphic 
event. in the crystallines .of the Reading Prong took place about 840 million 1 
years ago. This corresponds roughly to the Grenville orogeny in age. This 
fact implies that the crystallines in the Reading Prong acted passively 
during the deformation of the Appalachians, and that the crystallines were 
not involved in any !'root" zone acti\7ity • 
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Afte·r having taken. into account the facts of this report and the ideas 
r· stated in the last few paragraphs, the writer has concluded the following: 
1. Penetrative defonnation of Neversink Mounta·in has occurred. 
2. The structure of Neversink Mountain is that of a doubly plunging 
recumbent anticline which may be traced into limestones to the northwest 
and west. 
' J. Recumbent fold development was preceded by bedding plane thrusts 
which have considerably thickened-the stratigraphic section of Neversink 
., 
J • I 
~ ~ 
Mountain. 
4. Soft sediment defonnation may have played an important role in the 
t 
early periods of folding. The writer believes that highly crumpled folds 
seen in Figures 13, 14, and 15 could not" have been produced by tectonic 
forces of the low intensity reflected in other structures on Neversink 
Mountain. / 
Finally, although the writer believes that the structures of Neversink 
.. 
Mountain, and of the Reading Prong, are nappe structures, he recognizes that 
not all of the structural problems have been solved by this report. Indeed,· 
the work of this report should only have opened the way for futllre work to \_ 
be done on the Appalachian deformation of Neversink Mountain and the ii' . 
ll 
Reading Prong. 
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Station #1: 
FIELD !~OTES a SUM11ER 1966 a 
NEVERSINK ri10UNTAIN 
S1 : N40E .58N 
N80E 80S 
N4.5E 62N 
N70E 70S 
N6.5E 73S 
N55E 60N 
"·· 
Lithology: lfui te fine grained q·uartzi te with an almost 
vitreous luster, weathering to a dirty white. 
i 
Remarks: Bedding was not found at this outcrop. However,· 
there is a definite ·cleavage which appears bo be truncated 
by slippage 2.long bedding (?) planes. This ~xEunple is 
-located at the western end of the outcrop riear the top of 
the slope.. The outcrop is hi.zhly jointed and i.t is probable 
that one of the joint sets represents bedding. Cleavage 
occurs as closelJr larninated ( ! n) joints. 
~I 
:st.ation #2: 
N.35E 60N 
N78E 6JN 
Lithology: T.ihite fine grained quartzite with a vitre:oi.lS' 
luster, weathering to a dirty white quartzite. 
Remarks: Bedding was not found at')this outcrop. Cleavage 
occurs as closely spaced laminations. The outcrop is 
highly jointed and it is probable that one of the joint 
sets represents bedding. 
Station #3: 
So: N4JE JOS 
N67E 41 S 
N52E 85S 
Smear Lineations: N40W 45S 
·, -~ NJOW 41 S 
~. I, 1 ... • -:_, 
Lithology: ~mite fine grained feldspathic sandstone with · 
some shaly laminations, weathering to a semi-friable 
orange-tan sandstone. 
Remarks: This outcrop is one of several that lie within a 
large gravel quarry. The structure of the quarry ap9ears· to 
be highly folded. A shale lense occurs in the core of one 
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of the recumbent anticlines. Nowhere in this quarry are any folds seen in great detail• however, so:11e of the bedding " 
changes dip so radically th::i.t it seems irnprobable -that there . 
are an abundance of faults which cause the change. Beds range J-6tt in thickness • 
Station #4: 
So: N65E 60N 
N74E .53S 
N80E 6os 
Litholog~r: "White fine grained felds9athic sandstone, weathering to a se1ni-friable orange-tan sandstone. ·7 
Remarks: A good cl~avage may be seen. It occur& as parallel laminations !tt apart. 3eds range J"-8° in tt,icknE.ss. 
Station #5: \ .... 
; 
' 
Joints: NJOE 66N 
/ Litholog:,,:~·Fine grained 1t1hite quartzite with a vitreous lustr;-we1thering to a white, highly jointed quartzite. 
j 
F~e ..rks: This is a very large outcrop, ho~Je·ver t bedding was 
not'·,found. The quartz grains b2_ve _been stretched } 
Pr,~su~qbly in the "tectonic-a 11 direction. Some tr,= cciatfd 
~uaM.,zi~,e fragment~. 11Jere found in the valley benes:
1
, • .,"f,\'\J1e 
~outcrop~ The breccia n1ay have been. farmed by faulftif·g or \~t t~i have been causec1 indirectly by she2.ring du · n fo1ding. The valle~y belot\T appears to be a prob~ble place to locate a fault. , 
·Station #6: 
S1: N65E J5S(?) 
Lithology: Same as Station #5. 
Remarks: This is a very large outcrop, howe,rer, bedding was 
not found. Quartz grains have been stretched, pr.es·wnably in the "tectonic-a" direction. Cleavage possibl:T occurs as parallel larninations(~"), although the laminations are not found throughout the outcrop. 
Station #7: 
So: N85E .50S 
N80E 28S 
Lithology': Fine grained white feldspathic quartzite, 
weathering to 'orange and black. Beds range 6 "-1' in thickness. 
Remarks: This outcrop forrns a high cliff which probably 
represents a high angle fault. 
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Station /f8: 
N90E 7.5N 
N80E 70N 
N78E 80N 
Lithology: Same as Station #2. 
Re1narks: Although there is extensive quartzite outcrop, 
very little meaningful data could be taken. The readings · 
were taken bec~use cleavage could be recognized ~rom 
previous experience with other outcrops. · 
Station #9: 
:t1 ' 
Joints: N80W 80S 
}T90E 70S 
Lithology: Fine graiied white sandstone·tweatheripg to a 
dirty tan. The,/o-u.tct~p is highly jointed, and bedding or r 
cleavage ~ras ip.et found. 
·,, 
,l 
Station #10: 
S1: Niow 78NE 
Lithology: 
dirty _tan. 
Fine grained white sandstone weatheri.li.g: ·t.o :a. 
Bedding was not found. 
Station #11 : 
So: N72E 45SE 
N65E JOSE 
N75E 41SE 
N77E 2JSE 
\ Crossbeds: N15E J6E 
N15E J5E 
N1 OW 27E 
N10E 20E 
N10E J4E 
h· 
Joints: N77E 70SE 
N35E 78Nl{ 
N36E 80N1t/ 
NJOE 781\M 
N85E 75W 
NJOE JOE 
N}5E J7E 
N77W 35S 
N82E 47SE 
N40E J7SE 
N83E .~1W 
N86W 70W 
N42E ?Ol'Hi 
:N44E 781'.M 
N85E 82SE 
Lithology: Fine graip.ed white feldspathic sandstone 
weathering to orange-tan. Bedding is .. 611 average. 
Remarks: This outcrop has many crossbeds which·make it 
difficult to identify So. The crossbeds are visible only. 
after a detailed inspection of the outcrop. Also, the 
outcrop is highly jointed. 
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Station 1/:12: 
· So: N'75E 4JS 
N64E 50S 
N70E 46S 
N52E 50S 
N55E 51S 
Joints: N50E 46N~ 
NJ7E 44N1sv 
NJ4E 48Wtl 
N 9E 58tl 
}JJ6E 7 5NTtl 
\ 
Lithology: Medium coarse white sandstone weathering to a 
dark oran·ge brown. Beds range 8"-1 1 in thickness. 
\/ 
Remarks: This unit appears to be part of the "transfivional 
units" found at Station #1') • .. The outcrop is not highly 
jointed as is common in the units of the middle and upper 
Hardyston. 
Station #1 J: 
So: N85W 75N 
N85W 64N 
}J86W .5JN 
N85W 6JN 
N88E 60N 
N80W 56N 
N85W '6.5N 
S1: NSOW .58S(?) 
N8JE 70S(?) 
N80E 66S(?) 
Lox1 : N82W 4E( (3 ) 
Joint: NJ011i 66E 
Lithology: After T. V. Buckwalter(1962), pp. 28-29. 
Middle and upper sandstones and quartzites 
.Unit Unit 
thickness 
Cwnulative 
thickness 
1. Orthoquartzite, quartz granules 10%. coarse 
quartz grains 90%, clay in pore spaces, 
vitreous l·uster _common, light-buff to 
nearly whiteo Beds 3 inches to 8 inches.· 
About 10% of section consists of thin 
conglomeratic zones. Pebbles in 
conglomerates strongly elongated. Former 
feldspar probably indicated by the clay., 
Locally glassy texture where no granules. 12 1611 
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2. Orthoquartzite, slightly feldspathic 
coarse to very coarse, poorly sorted, 
light-gray-, hard dense. Beds 4" to 
18" thick. 
J. Orthoqua.rtzite, slightly feldspathic, · 
coarse to very coarse, pinkish-gray, 
Beds about 15" thick. 
Transi·tional beds 
4. ConglomeratiJ· Qrthoquartzi te, granules 
and pebbles of pink, gray, and colorless 
quartz 40%, coarse quartz, son1e smoky, 
nea.rly 60% slight arnount of ~eldsiJar and 
clayo Resembles a graywacke in upper part 
of interval o Beds 17 11 to 24 t1.. Sla ty 
cleavage present. 
5. Conglomeratic orthoquartzite. Quartz 
. pebbles 9.nd granules 15-20%, irregularly 
distrib·uted. A few beds J-6" thick are 
non-conglom.eratic. IvTatrix a mediwn to 
coarse- grained quartzite. T1edium gray, 
matrix lighter in cJlor than unit 6. 
Lower Conglomerate 
6. Orthoquartzite conglomerate. Pebbles 4rmn. to 2.5cm. Pebbles and granules 50-60%. Matrix dark medium to coarse-
grained quartzite. Bedding pot well-
defined, massive. Pebbles elongated 
and oriented horizontally. 
"Finite 11 
?. Phyllite, very fine grained, greenish-
Unit 
thickness 
22 1 
7 r4t1 
2) I 1 Q tt 
7'11" 
black, buff weathering. A few chlorite flakes 
2-~mrn. \{est end of quarry. 8' 
-
Remarks: The following generalities were made after a 
caref-ul inspection of the quarry: 
Cumulative 
thickness 
J4 16" 
41 I 1 Q ti 
9) I QQ It 
100 1 11 " 
108 111 11 
1. The uppermost visible units consist of coarse grained(1 /8 11 ) 
white sandstone weathering to light tan. Crossbeds of a delicate te:xture occur within this unit. The total thickness is about 10-1.5 feeto Bedding ra_nges 4"-10"· in thickness. 
\,,. 
This corresDonds to Buckr11Talter's Unit #1. The beds consist ... , 
of a highl;y f.riable sandstone. 
2. 1/Jhite fine grained- quartzite (not friable). Crossbeds 
are corrrrrion$ Bedd_ing ranges from 6" to 12tt in thickrless. The total thickness is about 20 feet. This corresoonds 
... 
roughly to B·uckTnalter 's Unit #2. 
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J. Pink fine grained quart~te. Bedding ranges from 6 11 to 
12 11,~n thick~ess. Small seal~ t~xtures are diffi.cul~ to see. 
The l,otal thickness of the ui-ii t is about 6 feet. This 
corresoonds to Buck1rJal ter' s Unit 1fa 3. 
4. Co;_rse(abo·ut 1/8 11 ) reddish to gray quartzite that 
appears to have a Vi~·rying con1positionp ·weathering to 
rust color. Beds are massive, usually greater th~'.n 1 foot 
in thickness. The total thickness is about J5 feet. This 
corresponds to Buckwalter' s Unit 1/4 and )art of u·r1i t #:5. 
5. Coarse (.~bout ~ 11 ) reddish to greenish conglomeratic 
quartzite with a var~y-ing com~)osi tion 1r1ea.thering to a rust 
color. The rock is highly she~red ;iJbably by cleav~ge. 
Beds ate m2ssive and are greater tha!1 1 foot in th~ckness. a 
. This cprresponds t~) the remainder of Buckv.ralter' s Unit 1f5 
and ~·1 of Unit f/:6. 
6. :}reenish fine grained chloritic~slate or 11 pinite" 
weathering to rust color or red. Be~ding is not fo~~d. 
The total thickness ranges from 10 to 15 feet. This 
corresponds to Buckwalter's Unit #7. 
,.> 
In general, the follovr..1..rig transitions ~rere tho·ught to 
be of i.-rn.1ortance in m=1.ooini? Neversink Jvfountain, 
-
.:. '~ \..I 
1. The upper ·unit.s of the H2rd,yston cor.sist of a 
semi-friable feldspathic sandstone. Bedding ranges from 
2 11 to 8 11 in thickness. 
2. Jtist belo1.\1 are ut1its \\ThiC!h consist of nJn-friable 
feldspathic sandstone. The beds range in thickness from 
4 n to 12". 
J. Units of the "Tr::ins-·1ticnal 11 beds are characterized by 
a very dirt:l or iD1pure (almost reddish greJtwacke) quartzite. 
4. The conglomeratic unit consists of a reddish to 
greenish quartz conglornerate ~rith pebbles 1 inch or greater. 
·.:: 
5. A green slate or "~Jinite"- is found beneath the ce>nglornerate. 
Station #14: 
So : N 1 614 24 Z ( ? ) 
N2Zd 27E (?) 
Li tholog3r: Fir1e grained w·~:ite 1_u3.rtzit.e ·inth an aLrnost 
vitreous luster, 1,;eathering to white··· The outcro1) is 
highly jointed. 
Station J15: 
Sb: N75E 40N(?) 
Joint: N90E 6os 
\ Lithology: Fine grained gray 4uartzite with massive 
b~dding and weathering to reddish-black. The outcrop 
is not highly jointed. · 
Remark:s :. This outc·cop is 1Jossibly part of the 11 transitional 11 
unit o.f T.V. Buc~walter, although 1)ositive identification 
is diffitalt to make. 
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Station l/=16: 
So: N7 5W JOS _ 
N70W 32S 
.. 
Joints: N85\A1 90 
Lithology: Fine grained white quartzite i'leathering to 
dirty tan. The rock is thinly bedded(J-6 11 ) and has 
some crossbeds(?). 
Remarks: This is·prob~bly part of Unit #1 or #2 of T.V. 
Buckwalter. A sm~ll quarry or pit is located at this 
outcrop. 
Station #17: 
So: N 2W 201~ 
N 1 JTtl 2 CJvJ' 
N1 OE 26\1 
:Joints: 
•· 
NJOE 80S 
N35E 65S 
N52E 55S 
-~. 
Lithology: Medium coarse graint::d(1/8"~ to grey 
quartzite weathering to or:.1nge 1nd blrl.ck with many joints. 
Beds are one foot or greater in thickness. 
Remarks: The jointing is pervasive, but it does not 
represent cleavage. Cleavage was found to lie at a less 
steep angle of dip than the joints. Also, cleavage could 
only be positively identified in a cut sample. The 
southeast side of this outcrop ap1)ears to be faulted or 
folded. Ivruch inovement has occurred along the joints as is 
indic~ted by offset beds. 
Station #18: 
So: N 5E 471tl 
N15E 32\i 
Joints: N~3E 64s 
N5·3E 62S 
Lithology: Fine grained white quartzite with some thin 
shaly beds, -weathering to orange and black. The outcrop 
is highly jointed. Beds ·range frorn 4 11 to 8° in thi.ckneS'S. 
Remarks: The beds are probably the lower part of the upper 
Hardyston(Unit ffe2 or #3 of T.V. Buckwalter). 
Station #19: 
So:. N20E J4W 
Smear Lineations: N25W 10Wd 
J 
,.· 
' 
.. 
·\. 
.') ,'j 
:·~ 
Joints : N.50E 7 5S 
Lithology: s~ue as Station #18. 
Station #20: r. . . 
So: N20E JJW 
.... 
Lithology: Same as Station~l18. 
Station #21: ;__ 
So: N65E 27SE 
Lithology: Fine gr2ined white quartzite 1,,rith some thin 
shaly beds weathering to an orange-tan and black. 
Remarks: The bedding appears to be highly contorted. 
It is probably recumbently fj.lded·. The beds, are upper 
Hardyston ( Unit #1 of T. V. Buch-wal ter · or possibly hieher 
in the section). 
Station _#22: 
So: t-J7E 27·w 
~J25E 2JW 
N25E 19W 
Smear Lineations: N20W 15NW 
Lithology: Fine grained white quartzite with some thin 
shaly laminations, weathering to an orange-tan. Beds 
range 4" to 3" in thickness. 
Remarks: These beds form the top of a l~rge fold. The 
contact of the large fold may be traced across the river 
at the western edge. 
Station #23: 
So: N40E 85S(overturned) 
Smear Lineations: NJ.SW 2N 
,f 
Joints: NJ6E 87NW 
., 
Lithology: Same as Station #22. 
... 
Remarks: The outcrop contains ;some folds. The overturned 
·I 
limb of a large fold w·hich extends across the river may be 
seen also. The overturned beds can not be traced further 
up the hill than this outcrop. 
~ t 
·station f 24: 
So: N24W 'JOS\-1 
N25W JOSW 
57 
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Lithology: Same as Station #18. 
Station #25: 
So: N2.5W 40NE 
N2.5W J51'lE 
NJOW 32!,JE 
N25W 32NE 
S1 : NJ6E 55SE 
NJOE 50SE 
Lox1: N58E 3.5NE( ~ ) 
N75E 37NE(?) 
u 
··~: 
·~ 
( ' 
Lithology: Fine grained white' quartzite weathering to a 
light orange-tan. It is ·highly - jointed, and it has a good 
cleavage. Beds range 4" to.8" in thickness. 
Remarks: This outcrop is the top limb of a fold plunging 
to the northeast. The b-lineation is roughly at a right angle 
to bedding. The relltionship may be seen in a cut srunple. 
~ation #26: 
So: N5W JOE 
N5E JOE 
N5E 4JE 
S1: N30E 50S 
Lox1: N90E .3.5E( ~ )(?) 
, 
Slickensides: N55W J1SE 
N.55W J2SE 
Lithology: \mite fine grained quartzite weathering to a 
semi-friable orange-tan sandstone. The outcrop has many 
joints, a good cleavage, and the quartz grains are stretched. 
· Beds range 1" to 6" in thickness. 
Remarks: A thi.n section was 1nade from Sample fr26a. A 
universal stage analysis of quartz c-axes derri~nstrated 
that the rock had a pervasive deformation. Also, 
inspection of the sample under conoscopic light revealed 
many lineations including Lox1. It is believed thdt the 
other lineations are related to joint sets and slickensides. 
Also, bedding ~Jlane thrusting seems to occur aided by 
the cleavage planes(Sample #26b). 
Station #27: 
So: N4W J7E 
S1: N10E42E(?) 
i .58 
..... ········-· 
' r ·-·-~ t 
I· 
) 
r. 
, . 
Slickenside: N20E 14S 
Lithology: Same as Station #26. 
Station #28: 
So: N?4E JON 
S1:. N6.5E ?OS(?) 
Lox1: N75E 2E( ~) (?) 
Lithology: Fine grained w\ite (-ruartzite'with an almost 
vitreous luster, weathering to ~..Jhi te.. · This outcrop is 
highlJr jointed. " 
St3.tion #29: 
So: N8.5~ J8S t. 
s1 : N8 .5W .545( ? ) 
Lox1: N6JE 1 ?1rl( ~ ) (?) 
/ 
Lithology: }iedium to coarse(1 /3") reddish quartzite 
weathering to a dark red coarse quartzite. Bedding 
thickness is possibly 1 foot. 
Remarks: This outcrop probably belongs to the Transitional 
units of T. V ... Buckwalter. 
Station ·#30: 
So: NBOE 20S 
S1 : N80E. 50S 
N90E 6.5S 
Lox1 : N?OE 1 O\v ( (3) 
Lithology: Fine grained white to gray quartzite weathering 
to a ·brown quartzite. Beds are 1 foot or greater in 
thickness. 
Remarks: This outcrop appears to belong to the Transitional 
~its of- T. V. Buckwalter. 
Station #31 : 
So: N8QTti 4.5N 
N70W 45N 
N8.5W 31N 
S1 : · N65\t/ 52S 
· N85,1 46S 
N70W ?OS 
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Lox1 : :N?OW 1 OW(@ ) 
N?OW 17~tl( ~ ) . 
N?OW 1 O\v( Q ) 
Lithology: F~ne grained to coarse grained(1/8") 
quartzite weathering to an orange-tan quartzite. 
range 6 11 to. greater than 1 foot in tl1ickness. 
\ 
orange 
Beds 
Remarks: This outcrop is a l3rge quarrye The beds are 
'parts of T.V. Buck~alter 1s Tr~nsitional unit. No basal 
conglon1erate ·r,..;as f our1d. The ref ore, it is ass1JJned th: .. t 
the base of t,r1e Hardyston does not crop out in tl1e quarry. 
No trace of the Pre-cam~rian was found near the· oJtcroo 
' ... 
or in the valley to the west. The cor1tact of the 
Pre-cambrian and the Hardyston can only be inferred ftom 
Buckwalter' s Progr~s s Report #61 • 
Station #32: 
S1: N60E 76N 
Lithology: \fui te fine grained quartzite weathering to 
light orange-tan. Bedding was not found. 
R.~m2 rks: Clea v :).ge consists of closely spaced ( ! 11 ) parallel 
laininations. Possibly the outcrop has been ,rotated by · 
faulting.· Cleavage is dipping stee?lY to the north. 
Station {33: 
So: N55t! J8S 
N?OW 18S 
N401,.J 22.S 
N75W 18S 
Joints: N22E 68SE 
Lithology: Fine ~rained 1...;hite to grayish quartzite with 
thin sh.:.ly laxrri:.1'..:.ti :~,ns, weathering to a rusty or2-rige arid 
black quartzite. The outcrop has a pron1inent joint set. 
Beds range 3" to 311 in thickness. 
Rema.rks: This outcrop has severc.l srnall recu:nbent folds 
as is indic~-:,ted by the var~yir1g strike of bedding. 
St~ tion ,!} J4: 
.. 
· So: N1 5E J8lttl 
N20E J2}fl1 
Lox1: N45E 1 OSTd(fold) 
rJ50E. 20.s\·v(fold) 
Joints: NJOE 
N25E 
N90E 
N55T;J 
60SE 
60SE 
57S 
6 c:;s 
..; 
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Remarks: There are several recwnbent folds at this 
outcrop. It seems that the size of the folds depends on 
the a2nount of shale and the thickness of the teds.. fvJassive.ly bedded quartzi tes (greJter than 1 foot) are r1c)t highly · 
folded. Thinly bedded (4 11 to :3 11 ) quartzi tes. are highly f8lded • 
Station ·#J5: , 
Lox1 : NJ.5E 12S~·l(fold) 
Lithology: Fine grair1ed i.;hite ·to r;r.:;)rish qua.rtzite with 
thin shaly beds, vreathering to rust color. Beds range J" ~to 611 in thickness. · 
' Station #J6: • 
So: N65\!-l 5S-w(a.t soutb end of outcrop) 
N251"1 22SW(at south· end .of outcrop) 
N50E 60S(overturned, at north end of outcrop) '-\ 
Lox1 : N4 5E 22Si.,'1' (fold) 
Joints: N50E SOS 
N52E ?8S 
1~25E 35N 
NJOE 2,0}~ 
1~50E 65N 
N45E 78N 
Li hology: W1ni te fine gr2ined quc.rtzite weathering to 
ora 0·e and black quartzite. Beds range Jtl to 8" in 
thic ness. 
~ 
Remarks: The southern ;j,:crt Gf t: .is outcrop is p.s.rt of 
the ··top limb of a large fold. The northern _part of this 
outcrop is the overturned 1irnb of a large fold. The joints ar2 pervasive throughout the mountain and a N45E joir1t set is common in n1any of the outcrops • 
. r 
Station #37: 
,,... 
So : N 3 5 E 7 6s ( ? ) 
~ 
S1 : N.S51rJ 85 
Lox1 : NJ 5E 143\6/ ( @ ) ( ? ) 
Lithology: Fine gr?ined white quartzite weathering to 
a white a11d or3nge quartzite. Cleavage occurs as thin(!") laminations. 
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St·ation ff,J8: 
So: N20E 24}fti 
Smear Lineations: N38W O · 
Joints: N60E .53S 
Lithology: Fine grained \-Thite to gray quartzite we2thering 
to a semi-fria.ble sandstone. Eeds range J" to 8" in _. 
thickness. 
Remarks: This outcrop is located in a 1·arge pit or 
parki~g area. Scolithus linearis(Miller, 1944, _p.234) 
was found after a ca.reful search among rubble. 
:Station #39: 
.So: N1511 24W 
N12W 27W 
Lox1: N35E 22S~(fold) 
Joint: N45E 5.5S 
Lithology: Sarne as Station· ·,fJ). 
'x .... 
·") Station #4-0 : . 
S1 : N60E 27S 
N65E 28S 
... 
Lithology: Fine grained white quartzite with an almost 
vitreous luster, weathering to a white Quartzite • 
Rem2rks:,. Cle].Vage occurs as thin(! 11 ) .Para.llel larriinations. Bedding was cot fou.,nd. 
Station =/J,41: 
S1: N52E J6S 
Li tho logy and Remarks : Sam.e- as Station #40. 
Station #42: 
I • 
S1: N60E J4S 
Lithology and Remarks: Same ·as.: .Station 11=40. 
Station fr4J: 
' So : N7 5\i 3 0 Si.r/ 
N 7 3111 5 3 Si.t/ 
N?JW 46S'vf 
N 58W J 8 5rl'i 
N74W 40Stl 
N85\rl J8S(at north end of outcrop) 
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Lox1: N85E JE(fold) 
Smear Line~tions: N40W 8S 
N20W JOS 
Joints: NOE 90 
N25E 84N 
N25W 40S(at north end of outcrop) 
N.30\i 40S(at north end of outcrop) 
N6.5E 44N(at north end of outcrop) J 
Lithology: Fine grained white to grayish quartzite with_ 
thin shaly lenses, weathering to a black and tan quartzite. 
Beds range 3n to 6" in thickness. 
Remarks: The fold axes of this outcrop 1re not consistant 
with tQe outcrops to the east along the railroad track. 
Therefore, it is assu.rned th2t there was rotation due to . . 
faulting of the b·Iock associated to tr.is outcrop • 
. Station #44: 
So: N25E 24W 
N26E 221r/ 
Joints: N~OE 68S 
N60E 70S 
Fault Planes: N76E 47S 
N68E 80S 
... 
., .. 
. . \ 
Lithology: Fine grained white to gr2yish q·uartzite 
weathering to orange-tan quartzite. Beds range 411 to 
1 foot in thickness. ' 
Remarks: The faults appear to be a brittle deformation 
of the quartzite and therefore, they are g_rgbably associated 
with Triassic faulti-ng to the south. 
Station #45: 
So : N40t!l 28 Sw 
Smear Lineations: NJOW .5N 
N60W JN 
Lithology: Same as Station #4Ll-o 
Remarks: Look for offsets along N45E joi~t seto 
Station 146: 
So: N?OW 12S 
Joints: N45E 7.5S 
N60E 78S 
63 
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Lithology: Fine grained white t~ grayish quartzite 
weathering to· black or ora.nge-tan quartzite. Beds range 311 to 8'' in thickness. 
Remarks: Cross beds rnay be seen near this locality. They 
consist of delicate textures and therefore are only seen 
when the rock is wet. 
Station #47: 
.,.... J. 
So: N8E 15W 
Joints: N50E 68S 
N50E 66S 
Lithology: Same as Station #46 • 
S1;,ation #48: 
. 
So: N52E 65S(overturned) 
Lox1: N3.5E JOSW(fold) 
Lithology: Fine grained white to grayish quartzite 
weathering to orange and black quartzite. Beds range 4n to 8 11 in thickness. 
Remarks: This outcrop consists of the_ overturned lin1b 
of a large fold. A large part 6f the geologic section 
may be seen here. The uni ts are part of T. V. Be;.ckwal ter 's Units f1 and #2. 
Station #49: 
.) 
So: N55E 57S(overturned) 
Station #:50: •... 
... 
So: N10E 15W 
N3.5E 58N(a.t no.:rt,h .~nd: of outcrop) 
. 
Joints: N6JE 57S 
Lithology: Fine grained white to · grayish quartzite 
weathering to an orange or black quartziteo Beds range 8" to greater than 1 foot in thickness. 
Remarks: This outcrop consists of T. V. Buckwalter I s Unit #J or #4. 'The massiv.e beddine; suggests that this 
outcrop is part of the lower Hardyston, possibly in the Transitional units. 
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Station #51 : 
So: N8E 20W 
Joints: NJ.SE 58S 
Lithology: Fine grained white to grayish quartzite 
1r-rith thin shaly lenses, weath-ering to orange and black 
quartzite. Beds range J 11 to 6" to massive(greater than 
1 foot) in thickness at the bottom. 
Remarks: The outcrop contains a zone which appears to 
· be highly folded, overlying a zone of massive quartzites. 
The highly folded rocks are thin bedded shaly quartzites, 
possibly of T.V. Buckwalter's Unit· f/:1 and #2. The more 
n1assive quartzites are more suggestive of the Transitional 
units. r 
' Smear Lineations: N55W 0(?) 
' 
Joints: N50E 70S 
}!, ' 
Lithology: 
thin shaly 
Beds range 
thickness • 
Fine grained white to grayish quartzite 1~ith 
lenses, weathering to orange and black ·1uartzite. J" to 6" to massive.(greater than 1 foot) in 
Remarks: Saine as St3tion #51 • Also, there appe::irs to be 
a truncation of one of the massive units within the 
thinner shaly units. This rnay either be due to tectonic 
wedging or high angle fa.ulting associated 1-lith the 
Triassic to the south. 
Station #53: 
Joints: NJOE 75S 
Lithology: Fine grained i-1hite to gra~rish quartzite 
weathering to tan and _black. Beds are massive (greater· 
than 1 foot) in thickness. 
Remarks: These units are the sarne ones as the massive: ·u.-ni,ts 
at Station #52. ,. --
··~ ,~··~·. . ... 
Station #54: 
So : NB J't'l 20S 
N30W 28S 
N,3.5hT JOS 
Lox1: N45E 20Sll(foid) 
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Smear Lineations: N4-0W 25S 
Joints: r65E 75S 
N60E 68S 
rJ62:s 64s 
Lithology: Fine 6rained white to grayish 
with thin shaly lenses, weathering to tan 
quartzite. The outcrop is highly jointed. 
J II to 6" i_n thickness. 
auartzite 
or black: · 
Beds range 
Re:!l::.rks: This is possibly oart of T.V. Buc1-cwalter 1s Unit #1 
a11d Unit #2. There are some recumbent folds at this 
6utcro-o. 
"' 
lox1: N60E 14Sw(fold.) 
}J45E 20S\l(fold) 
Joints: N-45E 30S 
N56E 38S 
\ 
• 
. ~ 
-Lithology: Sarne as St:1ti·8n #54. 
Remarks: This outcrop co~1t-?.ins m2.ny rec;imbent folis. They 
ap1)ear to be highlJ' disorganized and )ossibly represent 
soft sediment folding. Their fold axes are parallel, 
yet, the folds appe2r to be 11 piled 11 on top :if one ar1oth.er. 
So: N1 OE 35~.1 
N 1 o·,,f J 21tl 
Joints: N58E 85S 
Lithology: Sarne as Statton #54.-
Station #57: 
So: N20W JZ.·1 
Lox1: N55E JOSN(fold) 
Smear Lineations: !~J2W -·2-s· 
Joints: N65E 56S 
N60E 6JS 
Lithology: Same as Station #54. 
t t . G' ·\.u.53 S a ion ·rr · : 
So : N40\i J 5 S:1 
NJOW 29SW 
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S1 : N40W J5SW 
Lox1: N50E 35SW(fold) 
Smear Lineation: NJ.SW 0 
Joints: N55E 90 
N60E~\ 68S 
N50E 76S 
\·. 
Lithology: Fine erained white to grayish quartzite 
weathering to an orange a11d black quartzite. Beds range 3" to 611 in tr1ickness. 
Rer8.arks: This outcrop has an abundance of "mullionstt on the bedding plane. They are well ex_g_osed at this outcrop. The "mullions" do not CO: 1tinu6round the folded bedding 
surface, the ref ore, i. t is assurnecl tha.t the folding an(!_ ' the 11mullions" are associated in origin. 
Sta ti Jn #59: 
So: N5E J7itl 
Lox1: N60E 24s;(fold) 
Joints: N75E 70S 
N85E 703 
~-
Lithology: Fine grained white to grayish quartzite 
weathering to an orange and black quartzite. Beds range 4 11 . to 8" in thickness. 
Re!Tlarks: The outcrop has been faulted. · This is indic::1ted 
, by truncated bedding. Just to the south is an outcrop \ which is massively bedded.. It was not possible to ) identify any 1):1rt of the stratigraphic column in the · 
massively bedded outcrop. Parts of the outcrop appear to be folded, however, it is difficult to identify bedding. 
Station #56-#59: 
Remarks: Outcrops -f 56-159 have been grouped for the purpose of plotting the data on a sterio-net. Also, the 
structure was not clearly understood as this was done during the first day of mapp:i,ng. . r 
.r 
Smear@ T-'inea.tions 
·tectonic-a 
N40li 20S 
N28VJ' 0 
NJ5W 15S 
I\J 3 011 J 1'1 
NJ2)N 31'1 
N25W 15N 
"Crinkle" Lineations 
11 xz (?) 
N55E J5Sw 
N62E 26S\>i 
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Fold Axes 
LoX1 
N55E .27E:Af 
N62E J4Si.i ... · 
N60E 28SW 
N50E 22~1 
N6,3E )OSttJ 
N66E 24SW 
~140W 38SW 
1~40~tl JOSw 
N15vf 40SW 
N12\i J2SW 
N5E 25W 
' 
,· 
( 
' 
. ;) 
lo: 
....... 
··1. 
N2.S,tl JO}J 
N29,4 201'J 
N261~T 15N 
N18vl 5N 
N22W Jt1 
NJO~:-J 13S 
NJ5W 131'1 
NJ2W 31\: 
-~· 
Smear LineatiJns: 
S1 : NJ01w'/ 2)l{ 
N50W 25W 
N3W 2~ 
N26W 24\i 
NSOE 48S 
N?OE 58S 
Station f60: 
So: N85W 42S 
N851.{ J?S 
N40\-/ 5N 
N45\-l 0 
N45W 5N 
N2.5\v 0 
N45W 43S 
NSOW 15S 
N57W .50S 
Lox1 : N72E 6NE( ~ ) 
·-" . ·. ~ 
'· 
·•. 
N40E 27S\i N20E 40W 
N6JE 20S.1 N51tl J2W 
N40E 26STtJ 1\120\AJ' 27S1i 
N45E JOS'J N50W 20SW 
I~50E J7SW N20W 2.5SW 
Lithology: Fine grained 1tJhi te to greenish black quartzite 
with thin sh;.ly lenses, 1rJeathering to a black quartzite. 
Beds range 6" to 1 foot in thickness. 
Remarks: There ap:f1ldrs to be a cle2.vage c·utting the shaly 
lenses, but.it is difficult to trace the cleavage in the 
qua.rtzite. 
~ 
Station #61 : 
• 
So: NJ.5E 37S 
~ Lithology: s~me as Station f60. 
Station #:62: 
So: N60W 41W(?:): 
Station 1,6J: 
S1: N47E 50S 
""-
Lithology: Fine grained white feldspa\hic _quartzite 
·weathering·--"lo an or2nge-tan semi-fr:1-able sandstone. Bedding 
68 
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was not found. 
Remarks: Cleavage occurs as closely spaced({") parallel 
laminations. 
Station ffo64: 
So: N50E . .35S (overturned) 
. L 
Lithology: Fine gr:;ined white feldspathic .. quartzite with 
green clay layers, weathering to an orange-tan semi-friable 
sandstone,//" Beds range 4" to 1 foot in thickness. 
Remarks: This outc~op is in a large gravel pit. Clay 
layers which ~epresent highly a~tered bedding were found. 
The clay layers may represent a highly altered shale or a 
highly altered siltstone with a high content of mafic 
:ninerals. The clay layer may be found i11 other parts of the 
gravel pit. 
j. 
Station #65: 
So: N50E JBS 
N70E JOS 
Litholog:y: Fine grained .white feldspathic .:1uartzite 
weath~ring to an orange-ta.n semi-friable sandstone. Beds 
range J" to 6 11 in thickness. 
Station #66: 
,., 
IJ0: tr6oE 6os 
;L~thology: Same as Sta;tion· #65: .• 
$tat·ion #6·7: 
So; N8JE 6JN(?)(joints?) 
N78E 59N(?)(joints?) 
N30E 49N(?)(joints?) 
Lithology: Fine grained· white quartzite r.,.;ith a vitreous 
luster, weathering to white c.:uartziteo The o.utcrop is 
highly jointed, therefore, it is doubtful that bedding was 
found. 
:Station fl:68 : 
So: N75E 6os 
Lithology: Fine grained white to grayish quartzite with 
shaly lenses weathering to orange-tan quartzite. Beds 
range 411 to ,31t in thickness. 
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Station #69: 
So: N75E 88S(overturned)(?) 
N70E 88S(overturned)(?) 
.I 
1, Lithology: Same as Station #68. 
Station #70: 
So: N68E 7JS(overturned?) 
N72E 66S(overturned?) 
N53E ?ON 
Smear Line~_tions: N45W 46S 
Lithology: Same as Station #6.S. 
Station #71: 
So: N76E 65s 
N90E 42S 
N75E 653 
Lox1 : N6.5E 27ST,v (fold) 
./ 
·• 
. ;~-
Lithology: Fine _gr?ined white to grayish quartzite with 
. th-in shaly lenses, weathering to orange-tan l~ u::i !'tzi te. Beds 
ran6e J" to 611 in thick11ess. · 
ReD12rks: The lithology ,of Sta Lions #71-#7 5 are s.irnil?~r 
to Stations #54-#60. 
Station #72: 
So : N60rtl 4 5S 
N30TNT J 5 s 
1(30~'1 JO S 
Lox1: N30E J2SW(fold) 
Smear Line:.-.tions: r,!15-W 50S 
Lithology: Same as Station #71. 
Remarks: This outcr0p conta.ins many folds which s.eem 
to show sedimentary slurn..:Jing (?). 
Sta~ion #7J: 
So: N? 9tl 88S (overturned) 
. 
Lithology: Sarne as Station #71:-, 
/'. 
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Station #74: 
So: N60W J3N (?) 
Lithology: Fine 
vitreous luster, 
has rrian:r joints. 
grained r,-1hi te quartzite with 
we2.thering to tan qu2 rtzite. 
It is doubtf'ul that bedding 
an 9 lrGost 
The outcrop 
i..ras found. 
st~.tion ff? 5: 
,....0. :> • 
LithJlogy: Fine grained white to grayish qu~rtzite 
weathering to tan. · 3eds range J" to 8" in thickness. 
S 1 : N? 5d 77 S ( 1 ) 
Lithology: Fine 
w: _it e ,-. u ~~-rt zit e. 
... 
t he r 0 -r ~ rp j_t .-·1 __ ~· .;. v-U ·-·, _ _ 
~r2ined white . .:.uartzi te weathering to. 
The outcrop has :n2r1~i voJ.nts, 
.:uE ~3ti (.Jnc~bla tr ... a t c le ~v ~ge iJ2.s f ou1:d. 
'" 
Li tholog:?: Co,~rse ?r3_1 r:ed ( !·") red C:JL6 lcmera tic qu2.rtzi te 
vreathering to a pin~:ish or red. c::.nglomerJte. Beds are 
1 foot or greater in tr.ickness. 
Remarks: This outc op col·isists of T. V. 2i..tC1·:\.J2lter I s 
transitional units. The bt::1cs;~l ccr1::lc,;r1erate 1,,.;-as not seer!. ~ 
A fault is inferred at the vJest. erd ()f ~':~e cu tci"of>• The 
Transition~l units 2.re disco:-:tiLuous • 
. qt' :--.::;·t. 1· ,- .,., .#;78. 
.... ' ,_.._ ' .. ) .. .:. ' ' ... 
-So.-; 1{7 5 ... 1 60 S 
N85Vl 40S 
Srnear Lineations: 
Lithology: Fine grained i.1hi te to grayish feldspathic ., 
quartzite witb some sh.~ly la.,~inations, weathering to an 
orange-t2.n se1ni-fria.ble srandstone. :2eds range J 11 to 6 tt . 4- 1- • k in 1..,1.:.lc .. ness. 
Sta.tion #79: 
So: N25W 32~;/ 
Joints: N48E 52S 
.I( .. 
.. :7.1 
.. 
.. ) 
A 
t-."' 
.. '., 
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.. 
·I 
. ·.: .. 
. -· -··· .- ... .,._.,,,, .... , ..... ,,..,. •,'-.. 
Lithology: Fine grained white to grayish feldspathic quRrtzite weathering to an orange-tan semi-friable 
sandstone. Beds range 4 11 to 8" in tr:ickness. 
· Station #80: 
·F'), 
·.~: 
• 
So: N50E 72S(overturned?) 
. ("'11 • l,J. • N59E 23S(?) 
Slickensides: N50E ?OE 
Crinkles: N64E 40Stl 
... 
.. 
Lithology: Fine grained gray limestone or dol~nite 
~reatherir1g to vlbite. Beds are 1 foot .thick. There are 
· few sedirnentary features. 
Rerr12rks: The overturned Dci.ture of the outcrop can only be inferred fro~ other geologic evidence. 
St:a·tion #81 : 
So: N69E J7S(overturned) 
S1 : 1-;35w 16W 
Lox 1 : ?·; 5 5 E 2 0 S.rJ ( ? ) 
N1 OE 1 _5S.~~--o) 
Srnear Line ~.tions: !(55W· 1.0E 
Joints: K15E 72S 
Li tho logy: Fine gr:-iined 11-lhi t·e qu~t rtzi t·e \-le.athering tc 
orange-tan quartzite. Bedi are 8"(?) in tldckness. 
Rem~irks: It is difficult to se.e• beddir\g ·in order tc deter:1tine the thickness. 
Station #i32: 
So: N1 Oi.~ .35;(v(south end of cut) 
N~i 15W(south end of cut) 
N65E 35N (h'1lf way through cut) 
N65Z 40S(nortL en1 of cut) 
N50E 20N(nortr1 end of cut) 
Kink Band: l~.5E 1 ytl 
Kink Band x So:- N51,,; 7S 
Sl~ckenside: N45W.20S(on So) 
.,· 
Lithology: Fine grained gray limestone or dolomite 
weathering to white and gr,~-Y with some sandy interbeds. 
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Beds are 1 foot in thickness • 
. Rernarks: There is a norrnal f 2.ult located half way through 
the railroad C"ut. 
Station #83: 
So: N20E 2r3liw 
N24E 19tft/ 
. . . 
. ' 
'\;;·• 
Lithology: Fine grained white to grayish feldspathic 
q·uartzite \'leathering to orange-tan semi,-friable sandstone. 
Beds; range 4" to 311 in thickness • 
f 
Remarks: Possibly this outcrop has a good cleavage, but 
it is difficult to see. 
Station fr84: 
So: N651i 27 S 
N55W 20S 
~ 
S1: NSOE 45S 
, Lox1 : N62E 1 J~i 
Joints: N?OE SON 
Lithology: Same as St:.-tion /f8J • 
• 
Station ffe85: 
So : NJO;,i 341"1 ( ? ) 
... ' 
Li tho logy: Fine t:rained gray lim.eston·e· a~ doloini. te 
,-veathering to white. 3eds range 8 11 to ·1 s•• in thickness. 
Remarks: Beds are probably located in a rotated block. 
Sedimentary features were not seen. 
Station 1,86: 
So: 1'I65W 25N (?) 
Lithology and Remarks: Same as Station #85. 
Station #87: 
I ~ '-
i. 
N40E 48S(overturried) So: .,.: 
N54E 25S(overturned) 
NJ5E 44S(overturned) 
.JI 
S1 : N70E 18S 
Lithology:~ Fine grained gray limestone or do.It>mite: W'l.th.. 
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shaly interbeds and some limonite, weathering to gray, white, brown, and red. Beds range 6" in shale, to 15tt in limestone 
or dolomite. 
Remarks: A small quarry is,Llocated at this o·utcrop on, 
the south side of the railroad tracks. ..Uso, top 1ias 
deter1nined from stroma toli te s. 
Station -ffo88: 
So: NJ5E 55S(overturned) 
Kihk Band: NJOE 70S 
Lithology: Fine grained gray limestone or dolomit~ 
wea.t.hering to ·white. Beds range 8" to 15n in thickness. 
Ren1arks: Some cross beds were found at this outcroo 
along the road. 
Station #89: 
So: N30E 65S(overturned?) 
•. 
Lithology: Fine grained gray limestone or dolornite 
weathering to gray. Beds are 15" in thickness. 
Station #90: 
So: N22E 48S(overturned?) 
Lithology: Same as Station #89. 
St~tion #91 : 
So: NJOE J?N(?)(joints?) 
s1 : N65E 6os 
.. , 
Lithology: Fine grained white to gr2jrish quartzite 
weathering to tan qu~rtzite. The outcrop has many joints.,: 
therefore, bedding was not found. 
Remarks: Cleavage occurs as closely ~~)aced(.!:0·) pa:r..a).)_,_E:l laminations. 
Station #=92: 
So: N8JW 453 
N82W 45S 
Lithology: Fine grained white to grayish quartzite 
weathering to tan quartzite;· Beds range 3" to 611 ·in 
thickness. 
} 
Remarks: It w~s not possible to detennine whether or not 
the beds were overturned. 
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.Station fl:93: 
~o· i:> • N35E 58S(overturned, at north end) 
N35E 48S(overturned, at north end) 
N35E 67S(overturned, at middle of outcrop) 
N24E 44S(overturned, at south end) 
N35E 25S(overturne~, at south end)· 
Crinkle: NJ5E 0 
Lithology: 1)Fine grained gray limestone or dolomite, 
weathering to white. Beds are 24" in thick~ess(south end). 
2)Fine grained gra.~r lirnestone or dolo~nite \l\'.'ith bro1rm 
shale interbeds, 1,4eathering to e:ray. Carbonate beds are 
24 11 thick, and sho.le beds are 12" thick. 
Remc1rks: Cle9.v3.ge is difficult to identify. Algal masses 
may be seen ne8r the north end of the cut. 
Station #94: 
·-.-.. 
So : N4 5\i 661il 
N60l1 40S 
N50;1{ 90 
Crinkle: NJOW 10S 
Lithology: Fine gr·:::.ir.ed gray sericitic li1nestone 
~,JeatherinJ to gray and. bro1,1n. Beds are slaty to D12.ssive (greater than 1 foot) in thickness • 
Rem::1.rks: Ton could not be deter;T1ined. 
Station #?5: 
Lithology: Fine g-ra.i~ed gra~v sericitic liinestone 
weathering to sr2.;y. Bed.s are 12" in thickness<! 
Op."1'1 r. ,,,,._t,-S • 
:\.._,; 'J.r-.. t""' i\. • 
Station #96: 
Top was not deterr1ined. · 
So: :M 5 5\{ 67E 
. <;"I 
Lithology: Fine gr2.i11ed gray dolornite weathering to 
white. Beds are 12 11 in thickness. 
Statio11 #97: 
,,t 
'I 
·Lox1: N80E 10E(?)(fold) 
\ 
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Lithology: Fine grained gray li~estone weathering to 
white and gray. 
St t • JLqO a 10n rr/u: 
So: N65W. 85~{ 
Lithology: Fine erained gray limestone weathering to 
gr2Jr. Beds are 8" to 12n in thickness. 
Ren1c1_rks: This quarry was referred to as "Big D~m ·~uarr~,tt 
on earlier ~aps. Some sedL~entary features were seen, but 
top could .not be deterrr1i11ed. 
Station -#99: 
. r, 
So: N85E 20N 
NoOE 50N 
Lox1 : N7 5E 15'.i 
Ll. thology·: Fine grained gray 1; mestor1e weathering to 
white. Beds range 8" to 1511 in thickness. 
Station #100: 
So: N60W 65W 
Lithology: Sa.rne as Station :ffe99·. 
Rem2.rks: It is difficult to tell 1"1hether the contact· of the lii11estone and the Hardys_ton are f.g_ulted or whether the limeston goes under the Hardyston to the north. It is 0robablv a faulted contact. 
·· 
... u 
Station #101: 
.. 
./ 
So : N 50T;/ 8 5Ttl 
N60W 32W 
Lithology: Fine g·rained gray limestone weathering to gray. Beds are 1 foot in ttickness • 
Rernarks: Top could not be deter:~ined. 
Station #102: 
So: N78E 42N 
N55E 25N 
N66E 78N ) 
Lithology: Fine grained gray li~est~ne weathering to 
white. Beds are ap1Jroxirnately 1 foot in thickr1ess • 
Remarks: The outcrop to the southe~.st along the railroad 
tracks seems to be covered by Triassic sandstone. 
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.., .. 
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' 
. I 
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